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Abstract 
 
We describe an open protocol for search using human expertise that allocates human capital and 
redistributes financial capital among users as they respond to queries over time. Proffer has 
immediate application to decentralized governance for blockchain protocols, and offers a novel, 
expertise-weighted voting mechanism that avoid the pitfalls of 1-token-1-vote, N-token-1-vote, and 
other exclusively wealth-driven approaches proposed to date. In what may seem like a radical 
application of expert networks, Proffer votes on upgrades using Proffer, and other protocols can too. 
 
Proffer also supports consumer use cases such as Q&A, expert advice, and crowdsourced 
recommendations, and allows any decentralized application (dApp) to query and contribute to its 
ever-improving expert network, driving mass user adoption and network effects across apps, use 
cases, and blockchains. Note that Proffer does not compete with the likes of Quora, StackExchange, 
and present-day expert systems; rather, it is the foundation on which such apps can be built on 
current and future blockchains. 
 
When a dApp submits a query to Proffer, the protocol identifies qualified subject-matter experts and 
approves a random subset of them to respond. Responders can contribute new answers or 
upvote/downvote existing answers, but must “put their money where their mouth is,” providing a 
financial stake (measured in Proffer Tokens, abbreviated PRO) with each answer or vote. In a 
process known as expertise-weighted peer review, Proffer determines objective ‘correctness’ for 
subjective answers by calculating the net expertise supporting and opposing each answer, and uses 
this correctness metric to compute rewards and penalties for responders. Incorrect responders lose 
expertise as well as their initial token stake; correct responders accrue expertise and receive a token 
reward greater than their initial stake. Within the scope of a Proffer search, tokens are a zero-sum 
quantity and merely redistributed among participants; expertise, however, can be freely created or 
destroyed. 
 
Expertise data for each user across topics is stored affordably and scalably off-chain in a Global 
Expertise Bank on IPFS, but its integrity is enforced on-chain through decentralized consensus 
among Expertise Verifiers, users that opt-in to the verification process by staking PRO and running 
a provided verification script. For each query going through the protocol, verifiers compute the next 
state of the expertise bank from the last verified state using answer submissions and peer reviews 
chronicled on Proffer’s smart contract event logs. When verifiers reach agreement on new expertise 
values, the hash of the new expertise bank is recorded on-chain. Verifiers are rewarded with PRO for 
maintaining the stability and security of Proffer’s expert network. 
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2. Motivation 
 
2.1 Limitations of Search Engines and the Need for Expertise 
 
In the quest for knowledge, the search for answers, the burgeoning decision tree that is life, Google 
and present-day search systems can only get us so far.  
 
These search technologies crawl information available online, using a combination of traditional 
keyword-based indexing and modern fuzzy logic (AI) learned from large datasets to allow for efficient 
lookups of documents relevant to a search query. Their fundamental flaw: no matter how powerful 
the AI that powers them, or how vast the datasets this AI is eventually trained on, they do not and 
will not have access to the valuable information locked away offline in human memory and human 
experience. 
 
In order to fill the void left by our search engines, what we need is an index over offline expertise, a 
crawler that builds and maintains this index, and an API that allows applications to query the 
index, bringing offline expertise online as needed to answer questions that cannot be answered by 
Google or AI in use cases as diverse as blockchain protocol governance, job recruiting, tutoring, 
dating, and more: 
 

Which improvement proposals should Ethereum implement next? 
Which companies should I consider for my next job, given my past experience? 
Where’s the bug in my code? 
Who is the right life partner for me? 

 
Building this index and providing this search functionality over human expertise is essentially the 
motivation of Proffer. Henceforth, we refer to the index of offline expertise as the Global Expertise 
Bank, and the crawler and API as the Proffer Protocol or Proffer Search. 
 
2.2 Overcoming Challenges in Measuring and Storing Expertise  
 
1. Expertise is easily and arbitrarily manufactured: Present-day online platforms allow humans to 

accrue expertise without demonstrating it, through a single self- or crowd-reported input. For 
example, LinkedIn allows any user to endorse another user on any topic; Reddit allows a user to 
meet the minimum karma requirement of the Ethereum subreddit by commenting on completely 
unrelated sub-reddits. Furthermore, crowd inputs from experts and novices are treated alike, e.g. 
StackOverflow offers a user +5 when their answer is upvoted regardless of whom the vote came 
from1. 
 

2. Expertise is vague, often one number for all topics: When a StackOverflow user accumulates 1,700 
reputation points, it says nothing about the topics they accrued them from. A user who 

                                                
1 https://stackoverflow.com/help/whats-reputation 
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accumulated all points from JavaScript Q&A and a user who accumulated all points from Python  
Q&A will look identical and be able to participate with similar effect in conversations on both 
topics. Reputation systems such as these neglect opportunities to improve answer quality / answer 
curation through granular matching of queries to responders, and offer no transferability / 
applicability beyond their narrow use case.  

 
3. Expertise is fragmented across apps: Users are forced to re-create their reputation on each new 

platform they join, and must maintain this reputation separately across platforms. This is a missed 
opportunity for network effects for users and app developers driven by shared shared reputation 
across use cases and apps.  

 
4. Expertise is centralized, politically influenced, and corruption prone: A single-party system for 

expertise storage and updates will never win the trust of other parties (making solutions to problem 
3 above impossible), and will remain open to back-room deals and political sway without the 
necessary checks and balances.  

 
Proffer overcomes these shortcomings of present-day expertise systems with a Global Expertise Bank 
that is decentralized (stored on a peer-to-peer database updated only through consensus), global 
(shared across apps), granular (users accumulate expertise across an indefinite number of topics), 
and created entirely through user actions (answers, upvotes, downvotes). 
 

3. Proffer Overview 
 
Proffer acts as a distributed search engine that finds answers to questions that cannot be answered 
by Google or AI for the simple reason that the requisite information is not online.  
 
Proffer discovers and measures expertise granularly for all users over time, incentivizes users to bring 
this expertise online at the right time to respond to other users’ questions, and creates accountability 
for all parties to ensure quality and honesty of responses.  
 

 
 
A Proffer search consists of the following steps: 
 

§ A Seeker submits a question to Proffer, and provides a token stake (measured in Proffer 
Tokens, abbreviated PRO) that seeds an incentive pool to award future responders. 

§ Responders submit answers or upvote/downvote existing answers, putting their money where 
their mouth is by contributing a token stake that gets added to the token incentive pool. 
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§ Proffer calculates objective correctness for subjective answers by comparing the current 
expertise of the answer’s submitter and upvoters versus the answer’s downvoters. 

§ Proffer rewards correct responders with tokens (redistributed) and skill (created). 
§ Proffer penalizes incorrect responders by giving away their initial stake and deducting skill. 

 
 
3.1 Mathematical Representation and Parameters 
 
From a technical perspective, Proffer can be thought of as a state transition system where “state” at 
time t is the value of all users’ expertise across all topics at time t, and the token balances of all 
users at time t. State transitions occur through Proffer Searches: 
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Each Proffer search redistributes token wealth and increments/decrements expertise of participants, 
creating an expert network that improves with time and gets increasingly closer to capturing the 
‘true’ expertise of users, even as that expertise continues to change outside of Proffer / in the real 
world. 
Q here represents a query on Proffer, and is defined by the following protocol parameters that can be 
configured to the needs of different use cases: 
 

parameter description 

queryHash 
Hash of the question to be answered. This is a unique identifier for each Proffer 
search for the search’s entire lifetime. 

topics[] List of topics pertaining to this query. Used to determine eligible responders.  

minimumSkill[] 
optional Minimum skill required for eligible responders in each of the above topics. 

sources[] 
List of trusted sources to read expertise data from when identifying eligible 
responders. Sources are contract addresses of dApps. 

seekerAddress 
Address of the external account that asked the question, even if the search request 
came through another dApp contract. Needed for seeker stake token transfers. 

seekerStake Amount of tokens the Seeker pays into the incentive pool to ask a question. 

answerStake Amount of tokens a Responder must stake to submit a new answer. 

voteStake Amount of tokens a Responder must stake to upvote/downvote an answer. 

answerPayoutRatio 
The fraction of the token pool surplus to be distributed to correct answer providers 
(as opposed to voters) after token stakes have been returned. 

votePayoutRatio 
The fraction of the token pool surplus to be distributed to correct voters (as opposed 
to answer submitters) after token stakes have been returned. 
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responderLimit 
Max number of responders that can answer or vote before submissions automatically 
close. 

judgeOfCorrectness 
The ultimate judge of answer correctness after submissions close.  
Either ‘peers’ or ‘seeker’. 

judgeOfIncorrectness 
The ultimate judge of answer incorrectness after submissions close.  
Either ‘peers’ or ‘seeker’. 

correctnessThreshold 
optional 

Defaults to 0. If judge of correctness is ‘peers’, answer A is deemed correct if 
NetSkillBacking(A) > correctnessThreshold 

incorrectnessThreshold 
optional 

Defaults to 0. If judge of correctness is ‘peers’, answer A is deemed incorrect if 
NetSkillBacking(A) < incorrectnessThreshold 

disableDownvotes 
optional 

Defaults to false. True means protocol will ignore downvotes from peer review and 
skill backing computations. 

disableUpvotes 
optional 

Defaults to false. True means protocol will ignore upvotes from peer review and net 
skill backing computations. 

disableNewAnswers 
optional 

Defaults to false. True means that the answer space is restricted to the answers the 
calling app chooses to show its users. Responders may only cast votes. 

weightByTokenBalance 
optional 

Defaults to false. If true, peer review accounts for token wealth in addition to 
expertise. Useful for protocol upgrades, DAO voting, and governance use cases. 

tokenContractAddress 
optional 

Smart contract address for the token whose balances are to be taken into account 
during peer review when weightByTokenBalance == true 

minTokenBalanceForEligibility 
optional 

For governance use cases, minimum token balance a user must have for his/her 
votes to be included. 

verificationCompleteSubscriber 
optional 

Contract address that Proffer should automatically call into with search results after 
the search closes. For governance use cases, e.g. auto-enactment of proposals. 

 
 
3.2 Start search: Seed Financial Incentives for Responders 
 
A Seeker, an external user account or dApp contract, that asks a question on Proffer can stake the 
question with a token backing, known as SeekerStake. This stake discourages spam questions and seeds 
an incentive pool specific to this query that is used to compensate ‘correct’ responders at the end of 
the search. 
 

 
 
The query object includes metadata such as a list of expertise topics relevant to the query, minimum 
skill required for responders, and the various other parameters listed in the table in Section 3.1. 
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3.3 Select Eligible Responders Randomly to Prevent Collusion 
 
The system fetches from Proffer’s Global Expertise Bank a full list of Responders (user accounts) 
that meet the eligibility criteria defined by the query object e.g. minimum skill, topics of expertise.  
 
From this full list, Proffer approves a randomly selected sub-list of responders to submit responses to 
the query. Random selection makes it increasingly difficult for a bad actor to predict which question 
he/she will be assigned to as the size of the expert network grows, and is critical to thwarting 
coordinated attacks from colluding responders.  
 
 
3.4 Incentivize Experts to Respond and Create Accountability 
 
Proffer users are encouraged to respond to queries by the prospect of financial and expertise rewards. 
Correct responders accumulate skill in the topic areas relevant to the query and receive token 
payouts from the query-specific token pool when the query closes. 
 

 
 
Proffer creates accountability for responders through two means: 

§ Token stakes: Responders are required to “put their money where their mouth is” by providing 
a stake along with their response. This stake discourages spam and filters out responders with 
low confidence in their responses. 

§ Penalties for incorrectness: Responders can lose their stake and have their expertise deducted 
if their response is deemed incorrect (mechanism for determining correctness described in 
Sections 3.6 and 3.7). 

 
 
3.5 Build Answer Space: Answers, Upvotes, Downvotes 
 
A Responder can respond to a Proffer query in one or more of the following ways: 

§ Submit one (and only one) new answer 
§ Upvote one or more existing answers  
§ Downvote one or more existing answers 
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Submitting a new answer costs AnswerStake tokens, and each vote costs VoteStake tokens for the 
responder. These tokens are transferred from the Responder’s account into the query’s token pool 
right when the response is submitted. The two stakes are configurable but it is recommended that 
AnswerStake is significantly larger than VoteStake. 
 
The token stake discourages responders from upvoting or downvoting multiple answers as a hedge, 
and also keeps the size of the answer space in check by creating an incentive for responders to 
upvote existing answers rather than submitting a new one if a similar answer is already present. 
 
 
3.6 Evaluate Answer Space Using Expertise 
 

 
 
As responders submit new answers and vote on existing answers, Proffer keeps track of the net skill 
supporting or opposing each answer in the answer space. The net Skill Backing for an answer is 
defined as the skill of the responder who first submitted the answer, plus the skill of all upvoters, 
minus the skill of all downvoters. 
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Proffer refers to the process of tracking net skill backing for answers as expertise-weighted peer 
review. 
 
 
3.7 Determine Answer Correctness: Listening to the Judge 
 
Once Skill Backing for each answer has been computed, answers need to be labelled as correct, 
incorrect, or undecided so that correct answer submitters and voters can be rewarded, incorrect ones 
can be penalized, and Proffer’s expert network can be updated. 
 
Decisions about correctness can be made in one of two ways: 

§ By Peers: Use simple heuristics on top of each answer’s net skill backing to mark answers as 
correct or incorrect. For example, “Answers with net skill backing > 0 are correct” and “Answers 
with net skill backing < 0 are incorrect”.  

§ By the Seeker: Show the answer space to the Seeker who originally asked the question, along 
with the net skill backing each answer, and allow him/her to mark answers as correct or 
incorrect.  
 

Different use cases will require different judges of correctness. A crowdsourced job recommendations 
dApp might prefer letting the Seeker (the employer) be the final judge of whether a candidate is 
worth interviewing for a position, while a protocol upgrade dApp would like upgrade proposals to be 
evaluated by the community.  
 

 
 
Proffer provides two configurable parameters, called JudgeOfCorrectness and JudgeOfIncorrectness, 
that can be set to either ‘seeker’ or ‘peers’ to handle both types of use cases. 
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3.8 Financial and Expertise Payouts Based on Correctness 
 
Responders lose tokens and skill if: 

§ They submitted an incorrect answer 
§ They upvoted an incorrect answer 
§ They downvoted a correct answer 

 
Responders gain tokens and skill if: 

§ They submitted a correct answer  
§ They upvoted a correct answer 
§ They downvoted an incorrect answer

For responders who submitted or voted on an undecided answer: 
§ No tokens lost or gained, they get back the stake they had put in 
§ No skill lost or gained 

 
Token payouts are made out of the query’s token pool, by first returning the stake of all responders 
who provided correct or undecided responses. The tokens left in the pool at this point consist of 
AnswerStakes and VoteStakes from incorrect responders and the Seeker’s original SeekerStake. This 
token amount is distributed among the correct answer-submitters and correct voters based on 
configurable protocol parameters AnswerPayoutRatio and VotePayoutRatio which sum to 100% and 
specify the split.  
 

 
 
E.g. if AnswerPayoutRatio = 75%, then 75% of the token surplus will be awarded to the correct 
answer submitter (or split equally among all correct answer providers if there are more than one). 
25% of the token surplus will be split equally among correct voters. 
 
Tokens are a zero-sum quantity. During a Proffer query, they are neither created nor destroyed, 
simply redistributed. Expertise, on the other hand, can be created or destroyed freely. 
 
In v1 of Proffer, the Expertise Payout function is constant, stored on contract as parameters 
AnswerSkillUpdate, VoterSkillUpdate: 
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In future versions, skill payout will be a function of factors like question toughness, relative expertise 
of question asker, relative expertise of responder, average expertise of all experts in the question’s 
topics, etc. For further exploration of this topic, see the Active Research section of this paper. 
 
 
3.9 Keep Track of Expertise: Global Expertise Bank 
 

 
 
As experts respond to queries, their expertise across an indefinite number of topics is stored and 
updated on Proffer’s Global Expertise Bank. This store of expertise is ‘global’ as opposed to 
‘fragmented’ since it is shared with all dApps building on Proffer, offering convenience to the end-
user and network effects to app developers. For example, an expert who uses a tutoring dApp built 
on Proffer to answer Solidity questions can switch to a job recruiting app built on Proffer and see 
the benefits of his existing Solidity expertise. 
 
 
4. Primary Use Case: Governance 
 
4.1 Existing Work and Unsolved Problems 
 
Decentralized autonomous organizations and blockchain protocols are governed by rules specified in 
smart contracts. Once published, these contracts are final. Their code cannot be changed, and any 
bug fixes or improvements must take place by publishing new contracts and moving the entire 
network or subset of current users to the new contracts.  
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In the absence of a trusted, central decision-making authority, blockchain protocols and their 
communities of users must develop decentralized governance mechanisms that achieve the following 
two goals if they are to stand the test of time: 
 

§ Take into account the core beliefs and needs of the community supporting a project. 
§ Make the wisest decision on where to take the project based on these beliefs and needs. 

 
Example questions to be answered include: Which of the N available upgrade proposals should be 
implemented? Whose voice should be taken into account during a vote, and how much? 
 
Most communities around the world depend on a simple form of voting to make decisions. They 
invite individuals to vote once each and then choose the answer with some form of majority vote. 
Blockchain protocols have pursued similar approaches to date, each with its own shortcomings: 
 
1 individual 1 vote (open vote): 
Implementing this system on the blockchain requires identity – the idea that one individual has one 
and only one known address. Most blockchains are intentionally anonymous and therefore open to 
Sybil attacks where an individual can create multiple addresses and submit one vote from each. An 
individual-to-vote mapping at scale would be challenging to enforce and unreliable to use. 
 
1 token 1 vote (token wealth): 
Tokens, unlike addresses, have a fixed supply and an acquisition cost that increases with demand, so 
token-based voting mechanisms have the advantage that the scale of a 1-user-multi-vote attack is 
limited by its expensiveness. Tokens are also tradable and therefore allow for “delegation” and 
divisibility of voting power, e.g. a token owner can split 1 token into 5 to give five other voters 1/5 
voting power each, or conversely accumulate 100 tokens from a hundred other individuals and cast a 
single, powerful vote on their behalf. And finally, the theory says (and economic reality often 
disagrees) that tokens holdings are a proxy for the holder’s interest in the future of a protocol and 
are therefore a valid basis for assigning voting power. 
 
We assert that voting approaches that rely exclusively on token wealth suffer from the unacceptable 
flaw that they map users’ wealth to influence over the future of a project. Decentralized processes 
quickly become centralized with a few wealthy individuals or delegates making a decision for the 
many in the direction of their self-interest rather and short-term gain than the group’s interest and 
long-term success.  
 
N tokens 1 vote (token presence): 
N-token-to-1 vote systems grant 1 vote to a token holder regardless of the number of tokens they 
hold, successfully scaling down the influence of the rich. In this approach, while token holders might 
have their motivations financially aligned with that of the project, they will not necessarily have the 
experience required to evaluate the future of the project. Especially as projects evolve from 
infrastructure protocols serving crypto-savvy developers to protocols powering consumer-facing 
dApps with non-crypto-savvy users, the population of token holders becomes on average increasingly 
less qualified to handle protocol level decision-making. 
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We conclude that token based approaches are a good start but are insufficient for a protocol 
governance mechanism. 
 
 
4.2 Solution: Voting with Expertise 
 
To tackle these problems that arise from the influence of wealth and lack of expertise, we propose 
Proffer as a way to make governance decisions. We enable a voting process that uses voters’ 
expertise in addition to token wealth to make decisions that are best for the project in the long run. 
 
Any DAO/governance contract for a protocol can run a special Proffer search customized for 
governance use cases by calling into the Proffer smart contract with the following parameters: 
 

§ Set weightByTokenBalances to true. This causes Proffer to account for user token 
balances in addition to expertise when determining eligible responders and weighting 
upvotes/downvotes on proposals. 

§ Specify tokenContractAddress, this is the token contract whose user balances Proffer will 
use for weighting. This will most likely be the protocol’s own token contract. 

§ Set minTokenBalanceForEligibility to the minimum token balance a voter must have, 
in the token specified above, in order for his/her vote to be taken into account. 

§ Optionally specify verificationCompleteSubscriber. This is the contract that Proffer 
automatically calls into when search is complete and results are declared, to allow for 
automatic enactment of the winning proposal. 

When configured as such, Proffer is able to include the perspectives of all token holders proportional 
to their vested interest (token wealth) in the protocol’s success while simultaneously valuing 
expertise, and is able to dole out financial rewards for contributions of proposals as well as votes. We 
believe Proffer’s inherent financial incentive system of payouts to correct voters can be useful in 
increasing voter turnout. 

Details on how protocols can query Proffer for governance decision-making and proposal enactment 
are included in Section 6.9.  
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4.3 Towards Futarchy: Proffer vs. Prediction Markets 
 
Robin Hanson has suggested a form of governance called Futarchy that attempts to tackle the 
aforementioned project governance goals. It uses three steps to decide which policies a government 
should enact: 
 

§ Use a classical vote to elect officials who represent a nation’s beliefs. 
§ Get officials to provide a national welfare goal. 
§ Use a betting market to decide which proposed policy can meet the national welfare goal. 

 
It lists as an assumption: 
 

“Betting markets are our best known institution for aggregating information.” 
 
Betting markets tend to result in Schelling Points - people bet on the option that they think other 
people are going to bet on. This means that if the vote’s expected result is a policy that’s bad for the 
nation, then a bad policy gets enacted. This can happen whenever an individual or group of 
individuals has enough power in numbers or wealth to sway the vote in a certain direction and this 
power is public knowledge. Then voters will expect the result of the vote to be aligned with the vote 
of the powerful. The powerful may seek short term gains at the expense of long term prosperity for 
the community. Blockchain projects can very easily suffer from the power bias because certain 
individuals can purchase a disproportionate share of tokens and the goals of these powerful few may 
not be aligned with those of the masses.  
 
The reverse can also be true. A prediction market can choose the wrong policy when experts believe 
that the masses will vote on a policy that they wouldn’t have chosen based on their own expertise. 
The Schelling Point is then not on policies that experts would choose, but rather on what the masses 
would choose. 
 
We believe that Proffer is a better institution for aggregating information for governance scenarios. 
Proffer shifts the Schelling Point from “which policy will everyone choose” to “which policy will 
experts choose,” eliminating the power bias and non-expert masses bias. Proffer also provides a 
system of checks and balances that prevents the voice a few experts from taking over that of the 
masses by using the law of large numbers as one of its key signals during its expertise-weighted peer 
review process. 
 
Proffer captures the beliefs of the masses and filters by expertise. 
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6. Proffer Architecture 
 
6.1 Summary 
 

 
 
The Proffer system is built with scale, cost, throughput, and data integrity in mind and follows a 
design philosophy of keeping on-chain storage and computation to a minimum. At a high level, off-
chain users and apps interact with off-chain expertise information and on-chain smart contracts via 
web3 based JS Libraries provided by Proffer. 
 

§ Off-chain storage of expertise data: Proffer’s Global Expertise Bank, comprising expertise for 
all users across all topics, is stored off-chain on IPFS. Expertise data is grouped by sources 
(dApp contract addresses). 
 

§ On-chain storage of expertise hashes: Hashes of the off-chain expertise data are stored on-chain 
as a sacred and official record of the current state of Proffer’s expert network at any given 
point in time. 

 
§ Off-chain computation of new expertise, with updates requiring on-chain consensus: On-chain 

hashes can only be updated through decentralized consensus among Expertise Verifiers. 
Verifiers run ExpertiseVerifier.js, a provided off-chain script, on top of off-chain 
expertise data from time t to compute new expertise values for time t+1 and submit their 
computation to Proffer’s smart contract. If there is agreement across the various proposals, 
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Proffer updates the hash stored in the smart contract’s state to the hash of the newly proposed 
expertise data. 

 
§ Ethereum logs as a cheap form of storage and source of truth for Expertise Verifiers: As a 

Proffer search unfolds, Proffer logs information about submitted queries, answers, and votes 
by emitting events that can later be read by off-chain Expertise Verifiers using web3.js. 
Verifiers use logged data to compute correctness of answers and rewards/penalties for the users 
involved, and to ensure integrity of the process (e.g. are the Responders who responded indeed 
the ones that were selected by the protocol to respond). 

 
§ Proffer as a search API for 3rd party apps: Proffer users (Seekers and Responders) use mobile 

or web apps as the UI layer for initiating queries, submitting answers, or casting votes, and 
can invoke Proffer to run searches over human expertise. These mobile/web apps call into 
dApp smart contracts (shown as dApp1.sol … dAppN.sol in the above diagram) from one 
of their users’ external accounts via web3.js or JSON-RPC. For example, a web app named 
HealthDApp might have a HealthDApp.js that calls into HealthDapp.sol, which in turn 
calls into Proffer.sol.  

 
The current version, described here, is built on the Ethereum blockchain, but future versions can 
accommodate new smart contracting platforms e.g. Tezos while keeping much of the off-chain 
components and game theoretic mechanisms (e.g. expertise verification through consensus) the same. 
More on this topic in Section 7.8. 
 
 
6.2 Expertise Storage on IPFS 
 
Proffer stores the evolving state of the Proffer expert network in a Global Expertise Bank that tracks 
the following bi-directional mapping over time: 
 

§ Expertise by topic for each user: allows efficient retrieval of eligible responders for a topic 
§ Expertise by user for each topic: allows efficient retrieval of topic expertise for specific users 

 
Proffer divides and groups the overall expertise data by ‘source’, the contract address of the dApp that 
runs the search leading to each expertise update.  
 
This partitioning, also known as expertise sharding, allows for faster and more manageable reads and 
writes, and preserves the integrity of the overall expertise bank by allowing expertise updates 
contributed by malicious dApps to be quarantined. Proffer refers to this as source sandboxing.  
 
Note that sharding does not detract from the network effects arising from shared expertise across 
multiple dApps. The Proffer protocol asks dApps to specify a list of approved sources to read expertise 
from at the start of each search, so multiple expertise shards can be merged when determining a list 
of eligible responders. We refer to this technique as source concatenation. 
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Figure xyz. Sharding the expertise bank. If the Health dApp proves to be malicious, future users of Proffer can leave it out of their 
approved sources list when running a search (source sandboxing). Similarly, if a dApp wishes to run a Proffer search requiring 
experts to be good at both health topics and law topics, the dApp can specify both the Health dApp and Law dApp as approved 
sources, picking a list of eligible experts as responders from both shards (source concatenation). 
 
Assuming S sources writing to Proffer, with an average of Z users per source and an average of [ 
topics per user per source, and ignoring overlaps, the number of expertise values stored in the Global 
Expertise Bank is a function of S*Z*	[. If we assume that S is fixed and Z and [ are linear functions 
of N (the number of users in the Proffer network) as a pessimistic case, we get a Global Expertise 
Bank that grows at O(N2). 
 
Storing an expertise bank that grows quadratically (or faster) and unboundedly on the Ethereum 
blockchain is unfeasible given current architecture and gas costs. A 32-bit expertise value (stored in a 
solidity byte4 data type) would cost 0.000075 ETH (~2 cents USD) to store on-chain, as of the writing 
of this paper, and storing 1MB of data would cost 18.75 ETH ($5000+ USD) to store2. That figure 
would be reached in as early as 250,000 expertise values, or 2,500 users with 100 expertise topics each. 
 
Therefore, Proffer keeps its expertise bank off-chain, using IPFS as the storage layer in lieu of other 
database systems for the following reasons: 
 

§ IPFS is a distributed, peer-to-peer storage system with no single point of failure. Proffer 
expertise data on IPFS is permanently and globally available; no single entity owns the data 
and no single entity can take it down.  

 
§ Objects on IPFS are addressed by the cryptographic hash of their contents, and consequently 

immutable. IPFS acts as a distributed hashtable, storing data as key-value pairs where keys 
are the hashes of the values. If data changes, its hash and therefore its corresponding key 
changes. For Proffer, this means that the protocol need not worry about data corruption once 
a hash of expertise has been verified through consensus and stored on-chain, because if any 
user were to try to read and overwrite a chunk of Proffer’s expertise bank, the modified 
expertise bank would be stored by IPFS under a new hash and a unique address, making it an 
entirely new piece of content, leaving the existing verified expertise data un-touched. 

                                                
2 https://hackernoon.com/ether-purchase-power-df40a38c5a2f 
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Figure xyz. Expertise storage in the Proffer system. Mix of off-chain data with on-chain hashes. Expertise data reported by each 

dApp is stored as a separate file addressed by the hash of its contents.  
 
Proffer stores shards of the expertise bank off-chain on IPFS and hashes of each shard on-chain. If a 
dApp or user wishes to read an expertise value for a specific user address and topic reported by a 
specific app, e.g. ‘dApp1’, the user first reads the ‘last verified’ hash for the source ‘dApp1’ from 
Proffer’s smart contract then fetches the content stored under that hash on IPFS. The content 
stored for each source can be thought of as a JSON file containing javascript objects / dictionaries 
offering O(1) reads of expertise by user address or topic, and also an ordered list of responder first-
response-dates that allows lists of eligible responders to be sorted in a predictable manner, a feature 
that is particularly useful in cases where a merged list of eligible responders needs to be calculated 
from multiple sources. 
 
 
6.3 Smart Contracts 
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Figure xyz. High-level functionality on Proffer and ProfferToken smart contracts. This is not actual code, and should not be 
interpreted as such. Method names and signatures are also likely to evolve as the protocol evolves. 

 
Given that storage and computations of answer correctness and expertise updates take place off-
chain, the goal of Proffer’s smart contracts is to handle the following tasks: 
 

§ Transfer token stakes from Seekers, Responders, and Expertise Verifiers into the incentive pool 
before each entity submits their query, response, or expertise proposal respectively. 

§ Transfer token rewards and return token stakes to Responders and Expertise Verifiers as 
needed. 

§ Keep track of which Expertise Verifiers have been assigned to each query for verification 
§ Keep track of expertise proposals received from Expertise Verifiers for each query, and 

automatically update the expertise bank hash stored in contract’s state and do token payouts 
when consensus is reached. 

§ Emit events to write information about how each query unfolds to the Ethereum logs. This 
information is later read by off-chain Expertise Verifiers to compute answer correctness, skill 
updates, and token payouts for all participants. 

 
Proffer.sol implements all of the above functionality. 
 
ProfferToken.sol defines the ERC20 compliant token that is the crypto-fuel of the Proffer network. 
Uses and sources of value described in Section 10 of this paper. 
 
Not shown here is the dApp-specific contract (e.g. HealthDApp.sol for a health advice dApp) that 
invokes the Proffer contract during searches. dApp-specific contracts will be implemented by the 
Proffer developer community and will differ across use cases. 
 
 
6.4 JS Libraries 
 
In the Proffer system, JS libraries are the bridge between off-chain expertise data, off-chain users/apps, 
and on-chain smart contracts. 
 
Proffer provides two libraries as part of its Proffer Developer Kit (PDK): 
 
ReadExpertise.js: Allows any app or user to query expertise of Proffer users by their user address, 
topics, and approved sources (dApp addresses). To fetch the latest expertise data, the script reads 
Proffer logs to find the last verified hash for the sources in question, and then queries IPFS for the 
content at each of these hash addresses. The script also provides functionality for source concatenation, 
i.e. returning ordered lists of users and their expertise values after merging across multiple approved 
sources. For now, reads are free. In the Active Research section of the paper, we explore charging small 
transaction fees to readers of the data and transferring them to the writers of the data as a reward for 
contributing good data and being a reputable source.  
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ExpertiseVerifier.js: This is the script that a Proffer token-holder runs in order to be an 
Expertise Verifier. A verifier uses the script to stake PRO tokens, to ask to be assigned to an unverified 
query, and to compute and propose a new state of the Proffer expertise bank to the Proffer smart 
contract for the assigned query. Verifiers are rewarded for honest behaviour, measured by consensus 
among multiple verifiers on future states of Proffer’s expertise bank.  
 
Both of these scripts use web3.js to read Proffer event logs and call functions on smart contracts. 
 
  
6.5 Expertise Verification Protocol and Transactions 
 
Let q = a query whose submissions have closed, and is available for verification 
Let s = the source dApp that is conducting a search for query q on Proffer. Expertise updates resulting 
from this query will be written to the shard for source s in the Global Expertise Bank 
 
Let exps,t = the last verified expertise bank for source s at time t  
Let exps,t+1 = the proposed new expertise bank for source s calculated by verifier accounting for 
responder performance in query q 
 
Let d = the deposit of PRO tokens that each verifier stakes at the start of the verification process in 
order to start receiving query assignments.  
 
Off-chain Setup (before verification begins) 
 
Verifier deposits d into the Proffer smart contract as a VerifierStake. This deposit is held by the 
contract until the verifier decides to stop verifying, at which point the verifier can reclaim the stake 
from the contract. 
 
Off-chain Execution Loop (repeat until Verifier chooses to end verification) 
 
Verifier asks Proffer for a new query assignment.  
 
Proffer assigns verifier to a random query q for which submissions have closed but expertise updates 
have not yet been performed. The Verifier listens for query assignments on the Ethereum event log 
for Proffer. 
 
For each assigned query q: 
 

§ Verifier reads important information about q from the Ethereum event logs, e.g. list of 
topicsOfExpertise relevant to the query, list of approvedSources of expertise to be 
used in determining eligible responders, minimumSkill required among responders for each 
of these topics, and the approvedResponderIndeces that Proffer randomly selected from 
the full eligible list. 
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§ Verifier fetches responder addresses from the last verified IPFS expertise banks for all 
approvedSources, filtering by topicsOfExpertise and minimumSkill, to compute its 
own list of eligible responders for this query. It then computes the sub-list of approved 
responders by keeping only the responders at list indeces present in 
approvedResponderIndeces and gets rid of the rest. Let’s call the resulting list 
approvedResponderList. 

 
§ Verifier reads Ethereum event logs to see the actual list of responders who ended up submitting 

answers and votes for query q. Let’s call this actualResponderList. 
 

§ Verifier checks that actualResponderList � approvedResponderList. To allow new 
users with no existing presence in Proffer’s expertise bank at time t to be accommodated into 
the expertise bank at t+1, Verifiers allow for newUserAllowance (provided in 
ExpertiseVerifier.js) new users that are present in actualResponderList but not present in 
approvedResponderList. Beyond this allowance, any users who responded but weren’t 
approved to respond are ignored for the remainder of the verification process. Their answers 
and votes are excluded from the answer space and no expertise or tokens are awarded to them. 

 
§ Next, the verifier constructs a local copy of the answer space for this query, and for each 

answer, computes answer correctness using the expertise-weighted peer review protocol 
described in Section 3.6 if judgeOfCorrectness == ‘peers’, and using Seeker judgement, 
read from Ethereum logs, if judgeOfCorrectness == ‘seeker’.  

 
§ Verifier calculates token reward/penalty and expertise reward/penalty for each responder using 

the guidelines described in Section 3.8 
 

tokenPayouts = {<useraddr1>: amount, <useraddr2>: amount} 
expertisePayouts = {<useraddr1>: amount, <useraddr2>: amount} 
 

§ Verifier computes exps,t+1 the next state of the expertise bank for source s from its current 
state exps,t stored on IPFS 
 

exps,t+1 = apply(expertisePayouts, exps,t) 
 

§ Verifier writes newly calculated expertise bank to IPFS, an action that returns an IPFS hash 
address for the data. Note that if other verifiers on other computers calculate and try to write 
the same data, there will be no adverse effect or extra storage required as duplicates map to 
the same key-value pair; similarly, if different verifiers propose different expertise banks for the 
same query, there will be no adverse effects as each proposed expertise bank will be stored at 
separate hash addresses.  Eventually, only one of these will become the ‘official’ current state 
of the expertise bank and stored on-chain as the last verified hash. 
 

new_expertise_hash = writeToIPFS(exps,t+1) 
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§ Verifier submits a proposal to Proffer with its calculations of new expertise hash and token 
payouts, including a hash of the original query so that the contract is able to keep track of 
received proposals, and the source s so that the contract is able to store the new hash in its 
internal mapping of sources to verified hashes when (and only when) consensus is achieved. 
 

Proffer.submitProposal(q, s, new_expertise_hash, tokenPayouts) 
 

§ Repeat, ask Proffer for a new q 
 
 
On-chain handling of proposals by the Proffer contract 
 
During this expertise verification process, the role of the Proffer smart contract is: 
 

§ to accept deposits d from verifiers when they start verifying 
§ to return deposits d to verifiers when they stop verifying 
§ to assign a random query q to verifiers when they ask for a new query 
§ to accept and keep track of proposals submitted by verifiers for each query q 
§ to determine when consensus is reached on new expertise and token payouts for a query q, and 

to update the Proffer contract’s local storage with the new verified expertise hash and perform 
token payouts 

§ to identify disagreements on expertise or token payouts for q and take necessary precaution, 
increasing the difficulty of achieving consensus and assigning new verifiers to q 

 
Proffer uses a 2-stage protocol for determining consensus: 

 
In Stage 1, Proffer requires 100% of proposals received for a query to be in agreement, with a 
minimum of 10 proposal submissions from 10 unique verifiers. In this case, the received proposal is 
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treated as correct, and the hash of the proposed expertise is saved on-chain and token payouts are 
done as prescribed in the proposal. 
 
If, within the first 10, there is even a single disagreement, Proffer moves this unverified query into 
Stage 2. Here, Proffer requires a minimum of 100 new proposals, and if 80%+ of them are in 
agreement, Proffer deems this 80%+ answer to be the correct. 
 
These stages are designed to minimize probability of a coordinated attack among bad actors (e.g. the 
probability that all 10 who gave the same answer were picked randomly from a population of 
colluding verifiers among Proffer’s overall verifier pool), and this consensus protocol is an area of 
Active Research. See Section 7.7 for calculations and further exploration. 
 
 
Information Flow: 
 

 
 
The expertise verification protocol is depicted visually above as a set of function calls on smart 
contracts, reads/writes on IPFS, and reads from Ethereum logs. 
 
Note that the computation done by Expertise Verifiers described in the above section occurs between 
steps 4 and 5, after the verifier has read the requisite information from IPFS and Ethereum logs but 
before the verifier writes the updated expertise to IPFS. 
 
Steps 1 – 3 are pre-verification steps in which verifiers ask for queries to verify and are assigned; 
Steps 6 – 8 are post-verification steps where verifiers submit proposals to the Proffer smart contract 
eventually leading to payouts in the event of consensus. 
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6.6 Transactions: User starts a search 
 

 
 
Much of the search process is carried out off-chain. Users use mobile / web apps to ask questions and 
answer question, to upvote/downvote each other’s answers. These users do not need to know of 
Proffer protocol’s existence or role in the search. 
 
Behind the scenes, the protocol maintains the system’s ‘official’ state and defends against attacks 
such as collusion. 
 
In the search-start process, Proffer servers four purposes: 
 
1. To accept and hold on to the query submitter’s SeekerStake until payouts occur later. 
2. To provide read access to the last verified expertise bank using which the front-end app can 

calculate a full list of eligible responders for the specific query. 
3. To compute and write on Ethereum event logs a list of pseudorandom numbers representing the 

“randomly selected subset” of responders that should eventually be invited by the front-end app to 
respond to the query. Note that this is calculated on-chain to preclude front-end apps from being 
able to pick colluding responders, and it is written to event log so that Expertise Verifiers can 
verify that actual responders match intended responders. 

4. To receive from the front-end app the values of all protocol parameters for this query, and to log 
these values on Ethereum event logs so that Expertise Verifiers have access to them during 
verification. 
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6.7 Transactions: User submits a response 
 

 
 
When a Responder submits a new answer or casts an upvote or downvote, the corresponding 
AnswerStake or VoteStake is transferred from the Responder’s account to the Proffer smart 
contract, and information about the response (e.g. hash of the corresponding query, response type, 
stake amount) is written to Ethereum logs via an AnswerSubmitted event. 
 
 
6.8 Transactions: Close submissions 
 
There are three ways to close submissions for a query on Proffer. In the first way, a query 
automatically closes after receiving a response because the protocol notices that the 
ResponderLimit (maximum number of responses to allow) has been reached.  
 

 
 
In the second way, responses close when the Seeker who originated the query selects answers to be 
correct or incorrect. These judgements are only processed by Proffer if judgeOfCorrectness was 
configured to be ‘seeker’ when the query was first created during the start-search process. 
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In the third and final way, an app can end a search voluntarily and pre-emptively at any time by 
calling closeSubmission() on the Proffer smart contract. An example use case for this method of 
closing submissions is a timed-response app that gives responders 1 hour to answer open queries. 
 

 
 
 
6.8 Governance: Upgrading Proffer with Proffer 
 
In this section, we elaborate on the combined expertise-weighted and token-weighted governance 
approach introduced in Section 4.2 to show how a protocol, like Proffer, can perform upgrades with 
Proffer.  
 
The section is split into two parts: Decision-making, the process by which proposals are submitted, 
voted on, and selected by members of a protocol’s community; and Enactment, the process by which 
the selected proposal is implemented. 
 
6.8.1 Decision-Making 
 
The Proffer protocol allows DAOs and governance contracts to solicit proposals and votes from 
community members that meet a minimum expertise and token balance, and to determine 
correctness of submitted proposals using a combination of responders’ expertise and token balance. 
 
Imagine a scenario, depicted below, where the Proffer community members wish to upgrade 
Proffer_V1.sol to V2. 
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A member of the Proffer community initiates a vote by calling into Proffer’s community governance 
contract, Org.sol, which in turn calls into Proffer’s V1 contract to start a search with the usual 
parameters as well as a few governance-specific parameters. For example: 
 
Proffer.startSearch(Q, topics, sources, judgeOfCorrectness,  
                    weightByTokenBalance,   

tokenContractAddress,  
minTokenBalanceForEligibility 
verificationCompleteSubscriber,  
...) 

 
 
where: 
 
Q = hash(‘Which contract should we pick for Proffer V2?’) 
topics = [‘Proffer’, ‘protocols’, ‘Solidity’] 
sources = [contract address of Org.sol] 
judgeOfCorrectness = ‘peers’,  
weightByTokenBalance = true 
tokenContractAddress = address of ProfferToken.sol 
minTokenBalanceForEligibility = 1 
verificationCompleteSubscriber = contract address of Org.sol 
 
Unlike the Proffer searches described in this paper so far, this governance search includes the 
optional parameter weightByTokenBalance and sets it to true. This causes each voter’s balance in 
the token defined at tokenContractAddress to be written to the Ethereum logs along with the 
AnswerSubmitted and VoteSubmitted events, as shown here: 
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Once submissions close and expertise verification starts, verifiers read responder token balances from 
logs and responder expertise from IPFS, and include both in their computation of answer correctness. 
Verifiers ignore responders with token balances less than the minTokenBalanceForEligibility 
parameter specified at the start of the search. 
 
For a proposal P: 
 

!<8@@>?A<8=F(C) = 	 !<8@@HIJKL"")&(%) 			+ !<8@@
IOP'")&H(%)

				− 	 !<8@@
R'STP'")&H(%)
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				− 	 >?@?=A1
R'STP'")&H(%)

 

 
7ℎ121D;21:			];221A7=199(C) = 	D(		!<8@@>?A<8=F C , [;<1=>?A<8=F C 		) 

 
 
Function ^ shown here is an area of active research for Proffer. Its objective is to combine the impact 
of responders’ skill and token balances on proposal selection, normalizing and scaling the two 
quantities to prevent one from overshadowing the other. 
 
 
6.8.2 Enactment 
 
Implementing a decision, once a community has reached consensus on a path forward, is a 
governance challenge of its own. Key questions include: 
 
Do we automatically enact the top proposal after the decision-making and voting process is 
complete, or do we require community members to separately initiate the enactment after a second 
consensus is reached? Do we give veto power to an individual or core dev team?  
 
How do we minimize network effect disruption that might be caused by splits of the original network 
across multiple versions of a protocol? Do we force all users to use the new protocol or allow them to 
choose for themselves? 
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Solutions to this enactment dilemma are few in number and experimental in nature. Many projects 
embrace the hard fork (splitting of users across multiple versions); a few projects, like 0x, use Proxy 
contracts that sanction or blacklist versions of protocol contracts and governance contracts based on 
community input; and even fewer projects, like Tezos, promise automatic enactment of governance 
outcomes with no off-chain community inputs required beyond the initial proposals and votes. This 
final approach means that if a community vote leads to a decision, that decision will necessarily be 
enacted, even if it’s detrimental to the project. 
 
It should be noted that given how few protocols are actually live on the main net today, and how 
few opportunities token holders have had to determine protocol upgrades, much of governance 
research is untested, and strong claims of innovative solutions are often softened in the footnotes or 
addendums (e.g. the Tezos Foundation has decided to retain veto power over all votes during the 
first 12 months until they “rule out any kinks in the voting procedure”3).  
 
For these reasons, in building Proffer’s architecture for proposal enactment, we opted for flexibility 
and applicability across numerous future implementations rather than overfitting our system design 
to one solution that exists today. 
 
Proffer provides a publish-subscribe mechanism that automatically pushes the outcome of a Proffer 
search to a ‘subscriber’, a contract whose address can be specified as a protocol parameters named 
verificationCompleteSubscriber, at the start of the search. This can be thought of as a callback 
that then triggers the enactment mechanism the calling protocol chooses to use. 
 
An example implementation of automatic enactment in a Proffer protocol upgrade scenario is shown 
below.  When decision-making using a Proffer search is completed and Proffer’s expertise verifiers 
have achieved consensus on the outcome, the Proffer contract automatically calls into Proffer’s Org 
contract (the verificationCompleteSubscriber), with the winning proposal.  
 
Let’s say the winning proposal is the contract address for a new contract Proffer_V2.sol. Org can 
choose to automatically enact this proposal by calling into a proxy contract to authorize the address 
of the Proffer_V2.sol contract, such that future calls from the newly sanctioned Proffer_V2.sol to 
ProfferProxy.sol will be permitted. 
 

   

                                                
3 https://www.tezos.com/static/papers/white_paper.pdf 
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7. Active Research 
 
7.1 Bootstrapping Expertise at t=0 
 
Proffer searches are designed to produce directionally correct answers using the following three 
signals: 
 

§ Stakes for each Answer or Vote are a signal of confidence. 
§ Law of Large Numbers: The number of upvotes backing an answer gives us a quantitative 

signal of correctness. 
§ Skill Backing: The amount of expertise backing an answer is signal of quantitative and 

qualitative correctness. 
 
At t=0, there is no data in the Global Expertise Bank and Proffer relies on only Signals 1 and 2. As 
Proffer Searches are completed, the Global Expertise Bank forms a better understanding of the 
expertise of responders and Signal 3 becomes stronger. This design allows the system to run searches 
successfully while getting better with time.  
 
There are use-cases where expertise values can be seeded by the dApp developer. For example, if the 
Ethereum foundation were to use Proffer to decide on new Ethereum Improvement Proposals, the 
foundation should be able to tell Proffer that the core developers of Ethereum such as Vitalik 
Buterin are already experts.  
 
For these use cases, Proffer allows dApps to provide an initial Expertise Bank. This initial Expertise 
Bank can only be provided before the dApp’s smart contract executes its first Proffer search. This 
constraint is enforced to protect against expertise manipulation attacks where malicious agents try to 
increase their expertise values by adding in new responders seeded with forged expertise data. 
 
We realize this only covers the subset of use cases where expertise data is known a priori. There can 
be dApps that want to onboard new users with expertise values verified off-chain over time — e.g. a 
dApp running Proffer Searches for health advice amongst doctors. The qualifications and expertise of 
doctors can be verified off-chain through interviews and proof of medical training. We are actively 
researching ways in which Proffer can allow expertise values to be seeded after the first search from 
a source is executed. 
 
 
7.2 Expertise Economics 
 
7.2.1 Depreciation of Skill 
 
We explore depreciating users’ expertise in Proffer’s Gobal Expertise Bank as a function of elapsed 
time. This means that expertise gained today is more valuable than expertise gained yesterday or the 
day before. Benefits of skill depreciation: 
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§ Fields of knowledge change over time as new discoveries are made or old theories are disproven. 

Depreciation ensures that Proffer’s measure of expertise remains relevant to the current state 
of knowledge for a given topic.  

§ Incentivizes existing users to continue answering questions even after they have gained large 
amounts of Skill 

§ Addresses the fear among new users that they may never catch up to older users and 
incentivizes them to join even when an expert network for a given topic has been active for a 
long time. 

§ Acts as a deterrent towards malicious agents who seek to corrupt expertise data because any 
successful attacks will only corrupt the data temporarily.  

 
The rate of depreciation and its enforcement is an active area of research.  
 
7.2.2 Skill Payout Equation 
 
Proffer currently uses simple fixed increments and decrements to reward and penalize experts. We 
are exploring equations that determine payouts as a function of the question-asker’s skill, the 
responder’s skill, the average skill of responders in the topic of the query, the number of overall 
responders, and the number of correct responders. 
 
The right equation would be one that normalizes skill across topics and creates a finer view of 
expertise than the existing protocol e.g. by giving users who answer difficult questions more skill 
than users who answer simpler ones. 
 
 
7.3 Token Economics 
 
7.3.1 Stake Sizes  
 
SeekerStake, AnswerStake, VoteStake, and VerifierStake are integral parameters that define 
the incentive dynamics of a Proffer Search. A high SeekerStake can incentive responders to work 
harder towards coming up with the right response. AnswerStake and VoteStake parameters 
determine how much harder it is to submit a new answer versus upvoting or downvoting an existing 
answer. In some cases, submitting a new answer might requires the same effort as determining that 
an existing answer is correct and upvoting it, and for those situations, Proffer provides the flexibility 
to set the AnswerStake equal to VoteStake. 
 
These response-specific stakes are also key indicators of confidence and dApp developers can set 
them higher to weed out potential responders with low confidence. We are actively researching which 
values work best for which dApp use cases so that we can provide guidelines to developers as part of 
our Proffer Development Kit (PDK) as they build dApps on Proffer.  
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VerifierStake on the other hand is designed primarily to prevent attack vectors like collusion, as 
described later in this section. VerifierStake disincentivizes malicious verifiers from spawning a 
large number of verifier nodes to corrupt the verification process. With a high enough 
VerifierStake, Proffer is able to make it economically infeasible for a verifier with limited 
financial resources to stage a spawning attack. Conversely, by keeping VerifierStake low, Proffer 
can attract more verifiers to join the network and improve its security, thwarting potential attacks 
by wealthy participants that attempt to run large numbers of nodes to collude. 
 
We are exploring the idea of changing VerifierStakes as the value of Proffer’s expert network 
and Global Expertise Bank grow with Metcalfe’s Law. By scaling VerifierStake as Proffer’s user 
base grows and incentivizing more users to join on as verifiers, we can ensure that the benefit a 
potential attacker can gain is less than the cost of mounting such an attack. 
 
7.3.2 Reward Sizes vs Costs for Verifiers 
 
Verifiers incurs small networking/computing costs as they verify queries, e.g. reading and locally 
storing data from Ethereum logs and IPFS. While these costs should remain small because the 
verification computation is simple, verifiers should be able to make more than they put in such that 
there are enough verifiers in the system at all times to keep query verification throughput high and 
the network protected from collusion attacks. 
 
Right now, a constant number of PRO tokens are given out as verification reward. We are exploring 
verifier payouts that can vary based on the complexity of the query (e.g. number of responders), the 
number of verifiers online in the system (suppy-adjusted pricing), and the number of queries 
awaiting verification (demand-adjusted pricing).  
 
 
7.4 Identity 
 
A reliable and consistent form of identity is valuable to an Expertise Bank. It allows the protocol to 
attribute expertise to the right individual over time and prevents a single individual from 
maintaining multiple expertise accounts.  
 
After exploring current identity projects in the blockchain community, we have decided to rely only 
on Ethereum addresses as Proffer’s identity marker and to use a wide number of financial and 
expertise based disincentives to thwart Sybil attacks. This design decision results in a unique type of 
reputation bank — one that is anonymous at its core, but enables an anonymous individual to 
showcase his/her expertise.  
 
Proffer’s ability to function with anonymous users makes the protocol especially valuable for search 
occasions in corrupt environments. For example, in a system where identities are known, a query 
about a corrupt politician may lead to the arrest of a responder. However, on Proffer, responders can 
submit answers and votes freely, revealing nothing but their expertise.  
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That said, we recognize that in other scenarios, connecting real-world identities to Proffer expertise 
accounts can be advantageous, e.g. in job application use cases where a Proffer user that has 
accumulated significant JavaScript expertise needs to prove this expertise to off-chain / real-world 
entities. 
 
One solution might be to build Proffer on blockchains that have real-world identities deeply 
integrated already, with a cryptographic equivalent of Social Security number in the US or Aadhar 
number in India linked to public keys.  
 
 
7.5 Incentivizing Sources: What’s in it for a dApp? 
 
A dApp is incentivized to run Proffer searches due to the network effects that arise from being a 
contributor of good expertise data. When a dApp consistently hosts Proffer searches and finds 
answers to users’ questions, it attracts more users to its own app and also becomes popular among 
other dApps as a trustworthy source. These other dApps are then incentivized to include this 
trustworthy dApp in their list of approved ‘sources’ as a protocol parameter in their Proffer search.  
 
We are also exploring explicit incentives (e.g. token rewards) for dApp developers beyond the 
inherent network effect incentive. A simple example could be a token fee that data consumers pay 
data providers. In this mechanism, if an off-chain user or app ABC reads expertise reported by dApp 
XYZ, a token fee is transferred from ABC’s account into XYZ’s account. 
 
 
7.6 Incentivizing Topic Re-use vs Creation 
 
Currently, topics of expertise in Proffer’s expertise bank are a flat list. Topics can be as broad or as 
granular as dApps need them to be.  
 
To encourage dApps to build on top of and benefit from the expertise written by other dApps, we 
want a common topic language, yet we wish to provide dApps the flexibility to create new topics 
that may not yet exist to cover new use cases and new subjects. 
 
Tag systems can exist in two flavors: curated or user-generated. Proffer relies on the second 
approach as of now, but we are exploring incorporating topic hierarchies where certain topic tags 
have privileged status, either determined by a curator or by community vote. We believe that 
experimenting with new tag design strategies can lead to more granular topics while also reducing 
semantic duplication of topics. 
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7.7 Network Fault Tolerance: Resisting Collusion 
 
To simplify our system design, we quarantine security risk to the verification process. Security of 
actions happening on the Ethereum blockchain are secured through the Ethereum mining process 
and we can trust it. The hash of the Expertise Bank on IPFS is stored in the Proffer Smart Contract 
on-chain. This ensures that the Expertise Bank (and thus Proffer Searches) are secure if we can get 
the right IPFS hash to our Smart Contract securely. 
 
The verification process needs to be resistant towards multi-party collusion attacks or a single-party 
Sybil attack (individual spawns a large number of verifiers through fake accounts). We defend 
against these attacks with the following key assumption: 
 

Malicious Attackers are rational and have limited financial resources. 
 
Attacks can subvert the integrity of the expertise bank and/or the outcome of a Proffer Search by 
reporting wrong payouts and expertise bank hash to the Proffer Smart Contract. This constrains the 
attacker space to those who would gain financially directly or indirectly through an attack. Direct 
gain would be when a verifier is also a responder in a search they are verifying and they incorrectly 
report an outcome for personal gain. Indirect would be to give themselves or another party more 
expertise to have greater influence in future searches or in offline uses of Proffer’s Expertise Bank. 
Therefore, if the attacker is rational and has limited financial resources the number of tokens they 
are willing to risk will not be greater than the financial payout they are set to gain. 
 
Stage 1 Defense: Assign 10 verifiers, require 100% consensus 
 
The verification process is built on a probabilistic defense model that relies on randomly assigning 
verifiers so that at least one of the assigned verifiers is not malicious. If at least one of the verifiers is 
not malicious, we can ensure that 100% consensus around a malicious expertise bank proposal will 
not form. The probability of all chosen verifiers being malicious is dependent on the following: 
 

§ b = the set of malicious (“bad”) verifiers 
§ k = the number of verifiers randomly chosen to verify a Query 
§ n = the total number of available verifiers 

 
The following equation defines the probability of a successful attack: 
 

C malicious	consensus =
num	ways	of	choosing	<	bad	players
(num	ways	of	choosing	<	players)	

	=
J
r
T
r

 

 
Performing a sensitivity analysis on different k, we see that starting at k=10 the probability that 
100% of selected verifiers will be malicious attackers is negligible when s = 0.1 ∗ =	or 10% of the 
overall verifiers in the pool are malicious. However, as a greater fraction of the verifier pool becomes 
malicious, we see that Proffer’s chance of picking the wrong answer through 100% consensus 
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increases. E.g. when 60% of all verifiers in the pool are malicious, probability of malicious consensus 
is a non-negligible 0.3%.  
 

 
 
Furthermore, as the number of total verifiers (N) in the system increases over time, unless we also 
increase the number of verifiers we randomly assign (k) to each query and the minimum number of 
submissions we need for consensus, we start seeing greater probabilities of malicious consensus, but 
these concerns are alleviated by the fact that taking over 50% of a large network of size 10,000 would 
cost 5,000 * the VerifierStake. Assuming VerifierStake is $100, this is a cost of $500,000 to 
have a 0.1% shot at succeeding in an attack. 
 

 
We are exploring creating a consensus mechanism where k, the number of verifiers assigned 
randomly to a query, increases as a function of N to further decrease the probability of attack even 
in the case where the attacker has large financial means and is able to afford to take over 60%+ of 
the verifier pool. 
 
Stage 2 Defense: Assign 100 verifiers, require 80%+ consensus 
 
When a lack of 100% consensus is detected by the Proffer Smart Contract in Stage 1, it initiates 
Stage 2 of the verification protocol. Stage 2 increases the number of verifiers assigned to the 
contentious Proffer Search by an order of magnitude and sets required consensus to 80%. This means 
that 80%+ of the verifiers need to report the same Expertise Bank hash and results for those results 
to be treated as ‘verified’ and for the corresponding token payouts and expertise payouts to be 
committed. 
 
Now, we want to know the probability that when we pick an 80%+ consensus, we pick the wrong 
one, i.e. the probability that over 80% of the responses are from malicious actors. Note that the 
protocol has no way of differentiating between bad actors and good actors, it can only measure 
consensus or the lack of it. 
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To get a sense of the probability of malicious consensus in Stage 2, we look at the probability of 
assigning 80% of our k verification spots to bad people, and the remaining 20% to good people. In 
this scenario, if the 80% bad people responded with the same bad answer, the protocol would end up 
picking the bad answer as the correct answer. We call this ‘malicious consensus’.  
 

C malicious	consensus	with	80%	rule =
T#J
{.|r ∗ 	 J

{.}r 	
T
r

 

 
We perform a sensitivity analysis, varying k and the % of malicious actors in the overall verifier pool 
for N=5000: 

 
 
As long as bad actors are less than 60% of the total verification pool, we will succeed in getting the 
correct Expertise Bank hash proposal into the Proffer smart contract over 99.99% of the times. 
 
By setting the VerifierStake high enough, Proffer can ensures that it is economically unattractive 
for a malicious attacker to take over more than 60% of the verifier supply pool during Stage 2. 
In the future, we will experiment with more granular and more frequent Stages, where k jumps from 
10 to 100 gradually and required consensus % drops from 100% to 80% or lower gradually as N 
increases. 
 
 
7.8 Future Integrations and Partnerships 
 
We are currently looking at three categories of future integrations and partnerships: 
 

§ Proffer Search and Expertise Bank Scalability 
§ Simplify Proffer Search Implementation and Execution Flow 
§ DAO Decision Making via Proffer 

 
7.8.1 Proffer Search and Expertise Bank Scalability and Security 
 
Proffer’s polyglot architecture with on-chain consensus and off-chain storage/computation was 
designed to tackle the scalability challenges of current blockchains including Ethereum. While our 
system does meet our design goals, we’re always looking at ways in which we can integrate with 
others in the community to simplify and improve our system.  
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TrueBit 
 
The TrueBit project tackles scalability challenges that are similar to those faced by Proffer. We are 
actively researching whether TrueBit’s verification games and reward mechanisms can work for our 
use case. TrueBit’s reward mechanism is designed to incentivize ‘solvers’ and ‘verifiers’ for general 
computation tasks that vary in terms of difficulty. As Proffer’s verification computation task is 
simple, we are exploring whether the cost to use TrueBit will be greater or less than our current 
verification reward mechanism.  
 
TrueBit also makes different security assumptions from Proffer’s current architecture. Namely, 
TrueBit’s verification strategy does not assume that at least one ‘solver’ is honest and instead only 
requires at least one ‘verifier’ to be honest so that any malicious ‘solver’ can be challenged. Therefore 
Proffer may be able to provide stronger security guarantees by building on TrueBit. 
 
IPFS/FileCoin 
 
As IPFS is a core component of Proffer’s system design, we are closely following the FileCoin project 
and looking to integrate with it. It will allow Proffer’s expertise bank to be stored on nodes with 
higher availability and lower latency than IPFS’ because of FileCoin’s incentivization layer on top of 
IPFS. This allows for faster verification and allows other dApps faster access to Proffer’s Global 
Expertise Bank for non-search scenarios as well. 
 
Tezos 
 
Seeing the importance of governance on the Tezos blockchain, we aim to have Tezos as the second 
blockchain to support Proffer Searches. Governance of the Tezos blockchain itself is an area of active 
research and we hope that Proffer’s expertise-weighted approach will prove beneficial to this 
research. 
 
Longer Term Integrations 
 
We recognize that there is a lot of active research in the area of scalability of blockchain 
computation and storage. However, none are production ready and some are still at the theoretical 
stage. We have designed Proffer to achieve scalability and security features that can get us to 
production sooner rather than later, but we are excited to consider the latest innovations in this 
space as they get closer to production.  
 
Plasma and Lightning Networks are one combination of projects that can enable similar or greater 
efficiency gains compared to Proffer’s current architecture. However, as Proffer is designed to be 
blockchain agnostic to a certain extent and Plasma is currently focused on Ethereum, we are only 
looking at parts of our Ethereum-specific codebase that can be optimized by eventually migrating to 
Plasma. Our current system architecture is efficient and allows us to integrate with new blockchains 
without having to rebuild the expertise storage and verification system. When Plasma gets closer to 
production-ready, we can consider what new gains Plasma can provide Proffer.  
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Lastly, as we are tracking the Polkadot project, as we think it can be an enabler of Proffer as an 
efficient cross-chain protocol. 
 
7.8.2 Simplify Proffer Search Implementation and Execution Flow 
 
We are actively researching how to simplify how other protocols and dApps run Proffer Searches and 
integrate with Proffer. On Ethereum, we are looking at protocols like 0x to see whether we can let 
other protocols use their own ERC20 tokens to run Proffer Searches by exchanging them on the fly 
with PRO tokens, and whether this might have adverse effects. 
 
7.8.3 DAO Decision Making via Proffer 
 
Our early partnership integrations will revolve around the initial use case for the Proffer Protocol, 
decision-making for Decentralized Autonomous Organizations on the blockchain. This includes 
existing protocols and their user bases. 
 
As described in Section 4 and Section 6.8, Proffer provides a novel approach to collecting proposals 
and selecting a winner by weighting the community’s votes with a combination of token wealth and 
protocol / blockchain-specific expertise. We look forward to working with and providing this 
functionality to protocols like Aragon and District0x powering Decentralized Autonomous 
Organizations in need of governance mechanisms. 
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